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Abstract. Regular expressions with numerical occurrence indicators
(#REs) are used in established text manipulation tools like Perl and
Unix egrep, and in the recent W3C XML Schema Definition Language.
Numerical occurrence indicators do not increase the expressive power of
regular expressions, but they do increase the succinctness of expressions
by an exponential factor. Therefore methods based on straightforward
translation of #REs into corresponding standard regular expressions are
computationally infeasible in the general case. We report some preliminary results about computational problems related to efficient matching
and comparison of #REs. Matching, or membership testing of languages
described by #REs, is shown to be tractable. Simple comparison problems (inclusion and overlap) of #REs are shown to be NP-hard. We also
consider simple #REs consisting of a single symbol and nested numerical occurrence indicators only, and derive a simple numerical test for the
membership of a word in the language described by a simple #RE.

1

Introduction and Related Work

Regular expressions are used as a standard method to describe and to recognize regular languages, for example, in text searching [5], in the implementation of programming language compilers [2], and in grammatical document formalisms [14].
Various extensions of regular expressions are used in different applications.
We consider regular expressions with numerical occurrence indicators (#REs),
which allow the number of required and allowed repetitions of sub-expressions to
be defined using numerical parameters. A #RE E m..n denotes, intuitively, the
catenation of expression E with itself at least m and at most n times. For example, a2..4 denotes the repetition of symbol a from 2 to 4 times, that is, L(a2..4 ) =
{aa, aaa, aaaa}. #REs are used, for example, in egrep [12] and Perl [19] patterns.
Also the recent W3C XML Schema Definition Language (XSDL) [17] uses regular
expressions with numerical occurrence indicators (minOccurs and maxOccurs)
to describe content types of XML [3] document elements.
?
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In terms of language theory, numerical occurrence indicators are an inessential extension, since exactly the same class of regular languages can be described
with standard regular expressions without numerical occurrence indicators. On
the other hand, they are a natural and powerful shorthand notation: Expressing
an n-fold repetition of an expression E by an explicit catenation of n copies of E
lengthens the expression by factor n, which may be impossible to realize in practice1 . (Notice that the value of an integer n is exponential with respect to the
length of its numerical representation used in an expression like E m..n .) Therefore more efficient realizations of numerically controlled repetition are needed.
In spite of this, surprisingly little research has been devoted to this topic. Standard literature of regular expression implementation [1, 2, 16, 7] seems to ignore
numerical occurrence indicators, and we have not been able to find any documentation of the algorithms used, e.g., in Perl pattern matching.
It would seem promising to implement numerical occurrence indicators via
numerical counters attached to automata built of the expressions using some
classical construction. (See, e.g., [18, 1, 2, 4]). We are looking at this possibility,
but so far we have not found a method to translate a #RE to a deterministic
automaton adorned with such counters. (Simulation of a nondeterministic execution with counters could lead to a large number of alternative values for the
counters, which seems difficult to implement efficiently.) Laurikari’s work [15] is
related to this approach. He extends the transitions of NFAs provided by the
Thompson construction [18] with procedural tags in order to record the positions of the input word that are matched by sub-expressions of the pattern. The
tagged NFA is then converted to a DFA; possible ambiguities are resolved using
priorities assigned to the transitions of the NFA. A problem with this approach
is that it may not be possible to assign such priorities to the transitions of an
NFA when trying to implement the declarative semantics of regular expressions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We present definitions of
#REs, and relate them to standard regular expressions in Section 2. Even though
#REs are exponentially more succinct than standard regular expressions, testing
whether a word is accepted by a #RE is tractable; this is shown in Section 3. In
Section 4 we consider the comparison of the languages described by two #REs:
whether one is a sub-language of the other, or whether they have any word in
common. Both problems are shown to be NP-hard.
In Section 5 we consider simple #REs, which consist of a single symbol and
a number of nested numerical occurrence indicators. We devise a simple and
efficient test for deciding whether a given word is accepted by a simple #RE.
Finally, Section 6 is a conclusion and a discussion of further work.

1

Apache Xerces, one of the most popular open-source XML parsers, uses this approach
to implement numerical repetition. Large enough occurrence values crash Xerces.
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Regular Expressions with Numerical Occurrence
Indicators

Regular expressions describe languages, which are subsets of Σ ∗ for a given
finite
alphabet Σ. As usual, we define the closure L∗ of a language L with L∗ =
S
i
0
i+1
= LLi ; here  denotes the empty word, and
i≥0 L , where L = {} and L
catenation of languages L1 and L2 is defined by L1 L2 = {uv | u ∈ L1 , v ∈ L2 }.
Regular expressions are built of symbols ∅, , and a ∈ Σ connected together
using sequential catenation, infix operator |, postfix operator ∗ , and parentheses
for grouping. The language L(E) described by a regular expression E is defined
inductively as follows:
L(∅) = ∅;
L() = {};
L(a) = {a} for a ∈ Σ; L(F G) = L(F )L(G);
L(F |G) = L(F ) ∪ L(G); L(F ∗ ) = L(F )∗ .
Regular expressions with numerical occurrence indicators (#REs) use, in addition to the above standard constructs, expressions of the form F m..n , where
m and n are non-negative integers satisfying m ≤ n. We call m the minimum
bound and n the maximum bound of F m..n . The semantics of numerical occurrence indicators is defined as follows:
L(F m..n ) =

n
[

L(F )i

i=m

= {v1 . . . vi | m ≤ i ≤ n, v1 , . . . , vi ∈ L(F )} .
That is, L(F m..n ) consists of words formed by concatenating at least m and at
most n words of L(F ). It is obvious that numerical occurrence indicators do not
increase the expressive power of regular expressions, since
L(E m..n ) = L(E · · · E(E|) · · · (E|)) ,
where E is repeated m times and (E|) is repeated n − m times.

3

Membership Testing

In this section we show that it is tractable to test whether a given word belongs
to the language defined by a regular expression with numerical occurrence indicators. This is shown by the dynamic-programming algorithm which we describe
below.
Let w = a1 . . . an be an input word and let E be a #RE. The test for
w ∈ L(E) can be implemented by traversing the expression tree of E bottomup. During the traversal we compute for each sub-expression F of E a Boolean
value F.nullable, and a relation r(F ). The meaning of these values is as follows:
F.nullable = true iff  ∈ L(F ), and
r(F ) = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, ai . . . aj ∈ L(F )}
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That is, F.nullable indicates whether the empty word is accepted by expression
F , and r(F ) is the occurrence relation of F consisting of pairs of start and end
positions of the non-empty sub-words ai . . . aj of w that match F . The members
(i, j) of an occurrence relation are called occurrence tuples. Then w ∈ L(E) if
and only if (1, n) ∈ r(E) or w =  and E.nullable = true.
The base cases for computing the values of F.nullable and r(F ) are as follows:
when F = ∅,
F.nullable := false; r(F ) := ∅;
when F = ,
F.nullable := true; r(F ) := ∅;
when F = a ∈ Σ, F.nullable := false; r(F ) := {(i, i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai = a}.
That is, occurrence relation r(a) consists of the single-position occurrence tuples
corresponding to the occurrences of symbol a in the input word a1 . . . an .
The inductive cases can be implemented using standard operations of relational algebra [6] on the occurrence relations of the sub-expressions. A choice
F = G|H can be implemented using union as follows:
F.nullable := G.nullable or H.nullable;
r(F ) := r(G) ∪ r(H);
A catenation F = GH can be implemented by joining contiguous occurrence
tuples of sub-expressions together. A join between relations r and r0 restricted
by a condition θ on matching attributes is denoted by r o
n r0 , and projection of
θ

a relation r on its first and fourth attribute is denoted by π1,4 (r). We use (i, j)
as the schema for all occurrence relations. Then a join condition which requires
matching occurrence tuples of r0 to occur immediately after the end position j
of occurrence tuples of r can be expressed as r.j = r0 .i − 1. Catenation F = GH
can then be implemented as follows:
F.nullable := G.nullable and H.nullable;
r(F ) := π1,4 (r(G)
o
n
r(H));
r(G).j=r(H).i−1

if G.nullable then r(F ) := r(F ) ∪ r(H);
if H.nullable then r(F ) := r(F ) ∪ r(G);
As an example of using join to implement concatenation, consider an input
word w = aaaaa of length 5, and expression F = GH, where G = H = (aa).
Then
r(G) = r(H) = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5)} ,
and
r(F ) = π1,4 (r(G)

o
n

r(H))

r(G).j=r(H).i−1

= π1,4 ({(1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 3, 4, 5)}) = {(1, 4), (2, 5)} .
The evaluation of iterative expressions is based on repeating a join a number
of times. A key observation for efficient execution is that an occurrence relation
needs to be joined with itself no more than n times, when n is the length of the
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input word. This holds because each join produces either an empty relation or
some new tuples whose end positions are strictly larger than the smallest end
position of an occurrence tuple produced so far.
For F = G∗ we set F.nullable := true, and its occurrence relation can be
computed as follows:
r := r(G); r0 := r(G);
for k := 2 to n do
r := r ∪ π1,4 (r
o
n

r.j=r 0 .i−1

r0 );

r(F ) := r;
Numerical iteration F = Gm1 ..n1 can be treated in a similar manner:
F.nullable := (m1 = 0) or G.nullable;
r := r(G); r0 := r(G);
if F.nullable then // L(F ) = L(G0..n1 )
for k := 2 to min{n1 , n} do
r := r ∪ π1,4 (r
o
n
r0 );
r.j=r 0 .i−1

else
for k := 2 to min{m1 , n} do // required matches of G
r := π1,4 (r
o
n
r0 );
r.j=r 0 .i−1

for k := m1 + 1 to min{n1 , n} do // optional matches of G
r := r ∪ π1,4 (r
o
n
r0 );
r.j=r 0 .i−1

endif;
r(F ) := r;
As an example of iterating a join, consider matching input word w = ababab
against expression F = G2..3 , where G = ab. Now r(G) = {(1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6)},
which is assigned to both r and r0 . The computation of the final value r of r(F )
proceeds as follows:
(for k = 2) r := π1,4 (r

o
n

r.j=r 0 .i−1

(for k = 3) r := r ∪ π1,4 (r

o
n

r0 ) = {(1, 4), (3, 6)}, and

r.j=r 0 .i−1

r0 ) = {(1, 4), (3, 6)} ∪ {(1, 6)}

Now (1, 6) ∈ r(F ) indicates that w ∈ L(F ).
When n is the
 length of the input word, the size of an occurrence relation is
at most n + n2 = O(n2 ). (This upper bound is reached, e.g., when w = an and
F = a∗ .) Operations of relational algebra can be implemented in polynomial
time with respect to the size of the operand relations. (See, e.g., [8, Chap. 6]).
Since at most 3n relational operations are performed for each sub-expression of
the #RE, we see that the membership test, or matching against a #RE, can be
implemented in polynomial time with respect to the length of the input word.
The procedure sketched above is probably mainly of theoretical interest. Its
main drawback as a practical matching algorithm is the space required for storing
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the occurrence relations. We saw that quadratic space is needed in the worst case.
What we would like to have is a practical algorithm for matching #REs, which
would run in low-order polynomial time and in constant space.

4

Comparing Expressions with Numerical Occurrence
Indicators

In this section we consider the comparison of two #REs E and F . For example,
E and F could be two versions of some XSDL content model, and we would like
to test whether they are compatible. That is, we would like to know whether
they are equivalent, or whether one is a generalization of the other. The problem
can be expressed as a #RE inclusion problem: Does it hold that L(E) ⊆ L(F ),
or vice versa? Notice that an algorithm for the inclusion problem gives also a
?
solution to the equivalence problem L(E) = L(F ).
We show that comparison of #REs is NP-hard using reduction from the
NP-complete SUBSET SUM problem [9]. First we show the NP-hardness of the
#RE inclusion problem.
Theorem 4.1 The #RE inclusion problem is NP-hard.
Proof. Let a sequence of positive integers s1 , . . . P
, sk and n form an instance
of the SUBSET SUM problem. (That is, “Is n = i∈I si for some subset I of
{1, . . . , k}?”). Form #REs E = an..n and
F = (as1 ..s1 |)(as2 ..s2 |) · · · (ask ..sk |) .
P
Then L(E) ⊆ L(F ) iff n = i∈I si for some I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}.

Notice that expression F in the above reduction is ambiguous in the sense
that if it is used for matching a word an from left to right, it is not possible to
know without lookahead which symbols of the expression “match” the current
input symbol.2
Comparison of #REs seems difficult also for unambiguous expressions. Let
us call the testing of whether L(E) ∩ L(F ) 6= ∅ for given #REs E and F the
#RE overlap problem.
Theorem 4.2 The #RE overlap problem is NP-hard.
Proof. Let s1 , . . . , sk and n form an instance of the SUBSET SUM problem.
Form expressions E and F over alphabet Σ = {a1 , . . . , ak } as follows:
E = (a1 |a2 | · · · |ak )n..n and
F = (as11 ..s1 |)(as22 ..s2 |) · · · (aksk ..sk |) .
2

This is the way that the SGML standard [13] and the XML and XML Schema
recommendations define the notion of unambiguity, which is a property required for
content-model expressions in these languages.
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Both expressions are unambiguous, since each alphabet symbol occurs only once
in both of them. Notice that E accepts
all words over Σ whose length is exactly
P
n. Now L(E) ∩ L(F ) 6= ∅ iff n = i∈I si for some I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}.

The above observations suggest that it is probably difficult to realize #REs
as deterministic automata, which is standard technology for implementing traditional regular expressions. In contrast, unambiguous (traditional) regular expressions can be translated to a corresponding DFA in linear time [4], and the
inclusion and overlapping of the languages accepted by DFAs can be tested in
low-order polynomial time, using a well-known cross-product construction. (See,
e.g., [11, 20].)

5

Simple #REs

In this section we consider simple #REs, which consist of a symbol and nested
numerical occurrence indicators only. An example of a simple #RE with two
nested occurrence indicators is given below:
E = (a3..4 )1..2

(1)

Notice that simple #REs describe unary languages only.
Considering even simple #REs gives some insight of possible difficulties in
implementing #REs via automata. As an example, expression (1) above defines
the language
L(E) = L(a3..4 ) ∪ L(a6..8 ) .

(2)

For example, accepting a6 ∈ L(E) would seem difficult using a Thompson-like
automaton [18, 1] built directly from expression (1): Since a4 ∈ L((a3..4 )1..1 ) but
a4 6∈ L((a3..4 )2..2 ), a simple-minded implementation might first match the four
initial symbols of a6 by a sub-automaton built of sub-expression a3..4 ; this would
leave two symbols that cannot be accepted by iterating this sub-automaton.
On the other hand, unfolding an expression in the style of (2) could produce
a very long expansion. We show below that expressing E = (am1 ..n1 )m2 ..n2 as
a choice between sub-expressions of the form aim1 ..in1 may require for each i =
m2 , . . . , n2 its own sub-expression which corresponds to an independent range
of accepted words. For example,
L((a5..6 )1..4 ) = L(a5..6 ) ∪ L(a10..12 ) ∪ L(a15..18 ) ∪ L(a20..24 ) .
According to the next proposition it is possible that none of the n2 −m2 +1 ranges
(like {5, 6}, {10, 11, 12}, {15, . . . , 18} and {20, . . . , 24} above) either overlap or
meet, and thus cannot be expressed as a single repetition of a.
Proposition 5.1 Let m1 ≤ n1 and m2 ≤ n2 . If n1 > n2 (n1 − m1 ) + 1, then
i · n1 < (i + 1)m1 − 1
for all i = m2 , . . . , n2 − 1.
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Proof. For i = n2 − 1 the conclusion is equivalent to the hypothesis. For smaller
values of i it is seen true by induction and the assumption of m1 ≤ n1 .

Nested occurrence indicators can be combined under certain conditions. This
holds, for example, if the minimum bound of the inner expression is zero:
Proposition 5.2 L((E 0..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) = L(E 0..n1 n2 ).
Proof. Inclusion from left to right holds because each word of L((E 0..n1 )m2 ..n2 )
is a catenation of at most n1 n2 words of L(E).
To see that L(E 0..n1 n2 ) ⊆ L((E 0..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) holds, notice that any word w ∈
L(E 0..n1 n2 ) is a catenation of i words of L(E) for some i ∈ {0, . . . , n1 n2 }. If
m2 ≤ i ≤ n1 n2 , then

i

i
n2
n1
n2
n1
[
[
[
[


w∈
L(E)j  ⊆
L(E)j  = L((E 0..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) .
i=m2

j=1

i=m2

j=0

Else, if i < m2 , we can pad w with m2 − i empty words, and thus
w ∈ (L(E)0 )m2 −i L(E)i ⊆ (L(E)0 ∪ L(E)1 )m2 ⊆

i
n2
n1
[
[

L(E)j  = L((E 0..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) .
i=m2

j=0


The above proposition allows us to restrict, without loss of generality, to
simple #REs where zero occurs as the minimum bound of the outermost expression only. (If zero occurs as the minimum bound at some other level, we can
repeatedly eliminate the next outer level by applying Proposition 5.2.)
Let w = an . Next we derive a simple test for deciding whether w ∈ L(E) for
a simple #RE E. For this, consider simple #REs with k ≥ 1 nested occurrence
indicators. When k = 1, the test is trivial:
an ∈ L(am1 ..n1 ) if and only if m1 ≤ n ≤ n1 .
In the case of two nested occurrence indicators, notice that
L((am1 ..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) =

n2
[

{am1 , am1 +1 , . . . , an1 }i .

i=m2

This means that w ∈ L((am1 ..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) iff we can split w in i ∈ {m2 , . . . , n2 }
sub-words having their lengths in the range {m1 , . . . , n1 }. This holds iff
i · m1 ≤ n ≤ i · n1 ,
which is equivalent to n/n1 ≤ i ≤ n/m1 . It is straightforward to check that such
an i ∈ {m2 , . . . , n2 } exists if and only if
dn/n1 e ≤ bn/m1 c and bn/m1 c ≥ m2 and dn/n1 e ≤ n2 .

(3)
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For nesting-depths k > 2, consider an expression
E = (· · · ((am1 ..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) · · ·)mk ..nk ,

(4)

where the minimum bound mh is positive for all levels h = 1, . . . , k − 1. Now
w ∈ L(E) iff for some i ∈ {mk , . . . , nk } we can divide w in sub-words w1 , . . . , wi
in such a way that
wj ∈ L((· · · ((am1 ..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) · · ·)mk−1 ..nk−1 )
for each j = 1, . . . , i. A similar division of each wj into smaller sub-words continues at lower levels h = 1, . . . , k − 1: Each sub-word u at level h has to split,
for some i ∈ {mh , . . . , nh }, into sub-words u1 , . . . , ui of the next lower level h − 1
so that
uj ∈ L((· · · ((am1 ..n1 )m2 ..n2 ) · · ·)mh−1 ..nh−1 )
for each j = 1, . . . , i. An example of this kind of level-wise splitting of word a36
into sub-words of length 5 or 6 is shown in Fig. 1.

h = 3:
h = 2:
h = 1:

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
2 ∈ {1,2}

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

4 ∈ {3,4}

aaaaa aaaaa aaaaa aaaaa

3 ∈ {3,4}

aaaaa aaaaa aaaaaa

Fig. 1. A level-wise division which shows that a36 ∈ L(((a5..6 )3..4 )1..2 ).

Looking at the level-wise construction from the lowest level h = 1, we see
that w ∈ L(E) if and only if there is a suitable division of w in i ∈ {l, . . . , u}
sub-words; since these sub-words belong to {am1 , . . . , an1 }, we have l = dn/n1 e
and u = bn/m1 c. Further, w ∈ L(E) iff the number i of these sub-words is
appropriate for the level h = 2. That is, we must have
bi ∈ L((· · · (bm2 ..n2 ) · · ·)mk ..nk ) .

(5)

(Symbol b acts here as a place-holder for sub-words of this level.) An identical
situation holds at the next level: Condition (5) holds iff the following set is
non-empty:
{j ∈ {di/n2 e , . . . , bi/m2 c} | bj ∈ L((· · · (bm3 ..n3 ) · · ·)mk ..nk )}
That is, a suitable value for i ∈ {l, . . . , u} exists iff the following set is non-empty:
I=

u
[
i=l

{j ∈ {di/n2 e , . . . , bi/m2 c} | bj ∈ L((· · · (bm3 ..n3 ) · · ·)mk ..nk )} .
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Now I = {j ∈ J | bj ∈ L((· · · (bm3 ..n3 ) · · ·)mk ..nk )}, where
J=

u
[

{di/n2 e , . . . , bi/m2 c} .

i=l

It turns out that set J consists of a single contiguous range of integers:
Proposition 5.3 Let l ≤ u and 1 ≤ m2 ≤ n2 be integers, and let
J=

u
[

{di/n2 e , . . . , bi/m2 c} .

i=l

Then J = {dl/n2 e , . . . , bu/m2 c}.
Proof. Now
J = {dl/n2 e , . . . , bl/m2 c} ∪ {d(l + 1)/n2 e , . . . , b(l + 1)/m2 c} ∪
· · · ∪ {du/n2 e , . . . , bu/m2 c} .
The boundaries of the constituent sets of J increase by at most one at each step
from left to right. Since m2 ≤ n2 , the upper bound increases at least once between any two increments of the lower bound, and thus J = {dl/n2 e , . . . , bu/m2 c}.

Proposition 5.3 means that testing the appropriateness of a range {l, . . . , u}
reduces to testing the appropriateness of the range {dl/n2 e , . . . , bu/m2 c} at the
next level.
The above observations are combined together in the following simple algorithm that tests whether an ∈ L(E) for a simple #RE E consisting of k nested
numerical occurrence indicators, as given in equation (4). The algorithm computes the boundaries l and u of the range {l, . . . , u} of possible sub-word counts
at levels h = 1, . . . , k, and returns true iff the range does not get empty (that
is, l ≤ u holds) and the required number of sub-words at the highest level h = k
can be satisfied within the outermost occurrence bounds mk and nk .
h := 1;
l := n; u := n;
while l ≤ u and h < k do
l := dl/nh e; u := bu/mh c;
h := h + 1;
return (l ≤ u and mk ≤ u and l ≤ nk );
It is easy to check that the algorithm works correctly also when the number
of nested occurrence indicators k is one or two; Notice that in the case k = 2 the
result of the algorithm is the same as the truth value of condition (3) above.
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Conclusions and Further Work

We have reported some preliminary results about computational problems related to regular expressions with numerical occurrence indicators. #REs are used
in established text manipulation tools and in the recent W3C XML Schema Definition Language (XSDL), but we are not aware of them having been treated in
the algorithmic literature before.
#REs can be expanded into equivalent regular expressions without numerical
occurrence indicators, but this lengthens the expressions by a factor which is
exponential with respect to the length of the original expression. We showed in
Section 3 that matching of #REs can be performed in polynomial time, without
translating them to traditional regular expressions. On the other hand, inclusion
and overlap problems between languages described by #REs were shown NPhard in Section 4.
We also considered so called simple #REs, and derived a simple numerical
membership test for languages described by them in Section 5.
We are currently trying to develop an efficient automata-based implementation for #REs. A specific application that we have in mind is the comparison of content model expressions in various XML schema formalisms, especially
XML DTD [3] and XSDL [17]. The Glushkov construction [10] seems promising,
since when applied to standard regular expressions which satisfy the unambiguity condition of SGML, XML and XSDL, it allows a corresponding DFA to
be constructed in linear time [4]. A Glushkov automaton of an expression is
also conceptually simple in the sense that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the states of the automaton (except for the initial state) and the occurrences of alphabet symbols in the expression. Especially, all transitions entering
a state of a Glushkov automaton are labeled by the same symbol. This regularity
gives some promise that we might be able to utilize the results of Section 5 for
resolving local ambiguities which were alluded at the beginning of that section.
The NP-hardness results of Section 4 show that it is difficult to implement
the comparison of two #REs efficiently. We proved the #RE inclusion problem
NP-hard for ambiguous expressions only, though, which leaves the possibility of
an efficient inclusion test for XSDL content models open.
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